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ANNIVERSARY MOMENT
A MASSIVE PIECE OF THE BERLIN WALL AT BUCHAREST,
ROMANIAN ACADEMY ( THE INITIATIVE OF PROFESSOR
DAN DUNGACIU), THE INSTITUTE OF POLITICAL SCIENCES
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
“ION I. C. BRÃTIANU” OF THE ROMANIAN ACADEMY
7 NOVEMBER 2019

After 30 years since the fall of the Berlin Wall, Professor Dan Dungaciu, the director
of the Institute of Political Sciences and International Relations “Ion I. C. Brãtianu” of
the Romanian Academy has the initiative to bring a piece of the Berlin Wall at the
Romanian Academy, in Bucharest, to be displayed as a memento of the fact that the
Romanians have been part of the anti-communist and pro-European narrative that started
at Leipzig/Berlin and ended in Timiºoara/Bucharest, Romania.
This becomes a pro-European and anti-communist long lasting symbol, an authentic
monument with the original drawings and paint, of 3 meters height and over 3.5 tones,
with symbolical weight, too, displayed and unveiled at the Romanian Academy on
7 November 2019.
Pol. Sc. Int. Rel., XVII, 1, pp. 203–213, Bucharest, 2020
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After unveiling, the symposium titled “The Fall of the Berlin Wall and the Romanian
Revolution of December 1989” took place in the Auditorium of the Romanian Academy,
with academic and general public, in the presence of official guests from Germany, as
well as academic, cultural, religious, diplomatic and political representatives.

Dan Dungaciu captured the significance of this event in the following lines: “Our
Institute decided to celebrate the fall of the Berlin Wall, after 30 years, by this project,
under the auspices of the Romanian Academy, which approved and encouraged with
enthusiasm the idea. From the initial information, the events organized in Berlin were
planned to be unprecedented, but it seemed that Romania was not among the main guests
there. The focus was placed on Germany’s neighboring states, from the former communist
camp. Unfortunately, since what started at Leipzig and Berlin, then the fall of the Berlin
Wall, was a process crowned and fulfilled, so to speak, through the blood shed offering of the
Romanians brought to dismantle the ‘wall’ which separated them from the European
world in which name they went out in the streets in a revolution aiming at one and only
thing: the normality and routine of a life that Romanians did not enjoyed and toward
which they had been longing. 1989 was the revolution of normality and not a utopian
revolution. Inclusively to mark more significantly the Romanian presence within this
European narrative of the struggle for freedom, illustrated in a plenary manner by the fall
of the Berlin Wall, we have decided to accentuate in a stronger visible way this
timeframe of 30 years. It is a task that, to its honor, Romanian Academy had assumed
and it is something that had, I am convinced of this, the consent of the entire Romanian
society”.

www.ispri.ro and AGERPRES (author: Daniel Popescu,
editor: Mihai Simionescu, online editor: Gabriela Badea)
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At the beginning of the year an international scientific conference “Geopolitics in the
Black Sea Region – New Trends and Challenges” was held in Sofia, organized by the
Social Theories, Strategies and Forecasts Department, the Institute for the Study of
Societies and Knowledge at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in cooperation with several
foreign partners: Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, The Institute of Political
Sciences and International Relations “Ion I. C. Brãtianu” of the Romanian Academy and
Uludag University, Bursa (Turkey). The Organizing Committee, comprising representatives
from the above-mentioned institutions, was chaired by Professor Bogdana Todorova.
The present conference is part of the series “The Balkans as a Reality”, published by
Professor B. Todorova, as a result of the three-year scientific project between the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the Romanian Academy (2015-2018) on
Democracy, Religious Identity and Fundamentalism in Romania and Bulgaria, as well as
a part of the project with the Azerbaijan Academy on “Current and Future Perspectives
of the Socio-Humanitarian, Scientific and Cultural Relations Between Bulgaria and
Azerbaijan”. The research forum also aimed to present in a summarized form the results
of the research conducted during the three-year project by the Institute of Political
Science in Science and International Relations “Ion I. C. Brãtianu” at the Romanian
Academy and the team led by Professor Todorova, ISSK, BAS.
The conference was opened by Professor Vesselin Petrov, PhD, Director of the
Institute for Society and Knowledge Studies at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, who
welcomed the participants and expressed their satisfaction with the results of the joint
academic cooperation among scientists and experts from Romania, Turkey, Azerbaijan
and Bulgaria. He noted that the contribution of this cooperation would create a better
synergy in the work of various geopolitical organizations in the region.
After the introductory part, the conference continued with three scientific panels:
Prospects for cross-border cooperation and development in the Black Sea Region,
Philosophical ideas and geopolitics in the Black Sea Region and Religion, Culture,
Identities in the Black Sea Region.
The purpose of each panel was to outline the specific challenges facing the region.
In the presented reports and during the discussions, a debate on economic and political
security, the transnationalization of cultural heritage, the cosmopolitan striving to
eradicate the old identity paradigms and to build up European cultural memory outlining
the different perspectives on the subject was set up. The controversy highlighted the
importance of the international philosophical community and its ability to cope with
pressing problems and contribute to their resolution.
The first panel, with Dr. Mariana Todorova as moderator, was dedicated to a more
general presentation of the concept of geopolitics, as well as of concrete aspects of it.
The report “Geopolitical interests in the Caucasus. Caucasian interests of Great
powers; political, trade-economic and cultural dimensions” was presented by Bunyamin
Seyidov, Head of Division of Relations with Foreign Academic Institutions, Department
of International Relations, Presidium of Azerbaijan. It examines the main geopolitical
factors and interests in the Caucasus region. He noted that on the political arena, apart
from the United States and Turkey, Iran is considered as another major player in the
regional geopolitical dimensions. And while Turkey plays an important role in
maintaining stability in the Black Sea Region and the United States seeks to create a
geo-economic and competitive environment to control the region by increasing
democratic pressure on local authorities, Iran does not hide its geostrategic goals to limit
the impact of external forces such as the United States, NATO and the European Union
near the Iranian border and the suppression of Turkey as a major partner in the region.
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Professor Vihren Bouzov with his presentation on “The Wider Black Sea Region –
Development and Security Perspectives in a Pluralistic World” has analysed some of the
important aspects of security in the Black Sea area and their prospects, in the context of
the Copenhagen School of Theory regional security. In terms of security, more intensive
co-operation between countries in the Black Sea area could build a stable regional
alliance, defending the development and growth of ideas of our region. Together with the
United States and Russia, China should be added to its new strategic, infrastructure and
cultural projects, which is why the Central Asian Security Complex can be seen as an
important factor defining security relations in the wider Black Sea area. A good example
is Turkey, which is about to become a major force and to become a dominant and
constructive factor in expanding regional cooperation. Such interventions provoke the
need to create a new geopolitical strategy based on the institutionalization of economic
cooperation in the Black Sea and cooperation with Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia,
Moldova and Kazakhstan as a new prospect of stimulating economic growth.
Ruslan Gasimov, Doctor of Political Sciences, Deputy-head of Division of Relations
with Foreign Academic Institutions, Department of International Relations, Presidium of
Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, PhD on political sciences, made a
comparative analysis of the current geopolitical situation of Azerbaijan and Bulgaria,
outlining the new trends and challenges.
Assoc. Professor Albena Nakovain held a presentation on “The Black Sea Refugee
Route – a New Challenge for Bulgaria and the Geopolitics in the Region”. The main
problem outlined is related to refugees and their impact on security. Assoc. Professor
Nakova considered the three main routes to Europe, Mediterranean, Balkan and Black
Sea, and noted that the region can become a “hot spot” for transit refugee flows and
outlook for any emerging additional tension. Therefore, the leading element in the
policies of the countries in the Black Sea Region should be to achieve the coordination
and general policy of stability, which would limit the transfer of instability that currently
characterizes international political situation as a whole. The presented report concluded
with summarized results from the national survey conducted in 2018 on the attitudes of
Bulgarian society towards refugees.
The Second Scientific Panel “Philosophical ideas and geopolitics in the Black Sea
Region” was moderated by Professor Henrieta A. ªerban.
The session was opened by Professor Ivan Kazarski with the presentation “Globalization
and the War: Between the Baltic Sea and the Persian Gulf”. The first part of the report
was about the general link between globalization and war: globalization as a road to war
and war as a tool for globalization. The second part analyses the specific situation of
political and military confrontation in the Black Sea Region. The author argues that this
region is the central segment of the common geopolitical rivalry between the West and
Russia, an arc that covers the Baltic and the Persian Gulf. The report examines how this
geopolitical arc was formed and how relevant strategies are applied by the main
geopolitical players.
The following report by Assoc. Professor Darina Grigorova, Sofia University “Kl.
Ohridski”, “100 years later: Revolution or Coup d’Etat? The Russian disputes over 1917”
focused on the post-Soviet interpretations of Russian Revolutions in 1917, and their
impact on the region. The analysis follows the chronology of events, ideological trends,
contemporary Russian interpretations, and the views of leading Russian leaders and
experts on the issues raised.
“The problems of philosophy of technology in terms of Heideggerian aspect” was
presented by Professor Abdulkadir Çüçen, who began by defining the concept of
machine he used and continued with how new technologies changed existing identities.
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Professor Abdulkadir Çüçen offered a phenomenological interpretation of technology
and science from a philosophical point of view, then stressed that philosophy took
precedence over all sciences due to its ontological and existential structure, and
technology was directly dependent on revealing overall existence.
The panel was closed with a report by Dr. Vihra Pavlova on the “Transatlantic ‘Three
Seas’ Initiative – Central and Eastern Europe between Washington and Beijing”
analysing the role of the great powers in the region. Two projects were examined:
transatlantic, the concept of cooperation with China and Central and Eastern Europe.
This problem is usually analysed unilaterally by the Russian-German relations in which
the United States is trying to intervene. The Three Seas Project tries not only to tear the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe from Russia but also from the East as a whole.
Dr. B. Pavlova concluded that overall the Black Sea Region is an important relationship
to China: Central Asia-Caspian Sea-Europe, and from an economic standpoint its
importance for the Washington region is military-strategic.
The Concluding Panel “Religion, Culture, Identities in the Black Sea Region” was
led by Professor Nina Dimitrova and started with the report by Assoc. Professor Henrieta
Aniºoara ªerban on “A Rising Role for Religion at the Black Sea?”. The idea was
provoked by the revival of the role of religion in the Black Sea Region, in correlation
with the worsening situation in Turkey. Attention was drawn to the construction of
several highways, a project that involves connecting eight Black Sea countries, creating
a multimodal transport network called the Black Sea Ringing Corridor in relation to
geopolitical dynamics and the formation of transnational culture.
The subsequent report on “Political Orthodoxy: the Bulgarian Case” by Professor
Nina Dimitrova outlined the role of the Orthodox Church, which is existential rather than
political. However, today Orthodoxy and politics are widely discussed topics, and
attempts to adapt Orthodox ecclesiology to the contemporary context are inappropriate.
Scientific researcher Lorena Stuparu has developed the theme of “Cultural
Interferences on the Romanian Coast in the Black Sea Area”, making a brief
retrospection of the past. The report focuses on cultural heritage and the preservation of
collective memory, highlighting the relevance of the theoretical and practical
significance of the issues in question. In this way, it tries to emphasize that once it
happened in the past, each event represents a philosophical challenge for the present.
Professor Bogdana Todorova also participated in this panel with a report on “New
challenges in the Black Sea Region – new identities”. The focus was on the new
strategies for regional cooperation and analysis of the new geopolitical trend – the
current politicized identities and the securitization of politics. Assoc. Professor Todorova
analyses the dynamics of social changes in the Muslim communities in the region, which
led to three developments – a new global generation, a change in political culture and
new religiosity. The transformation of the internal security environment is linked to the
ambitions of key actors – native players (coastal states), external players (US, China,
EU), regional GUAM and global NATO. The author concluded with a proposal to
develop cultural cooperation as the region is rich in shared cultural heritage and culture
can become an irreplaceable link that makes BSEC and its benefits more visible.
The conference was closed by Professor Bogdana Todorova, who thanked the
participants on behalf of the Organizing Committee of participants from Bulgaria and
abroad for the high quality of the presented reports and presentations. She expressed her
satisfaction that once again, as part of the series “The Balkans as a Reality”, this
conference gathered representatives of the academic guild in one place.

Diana Petrova
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The national scientific conference entitled “The Actual Convergence Romania –
European Union” took place at the Transylvania University, Braºov, Romania, during
20-21 September 2019 and was organized by the Academy of Romanian Scientists and
Transylvania University, Braºov.
The subthemes of the conference approached the general theme in a specific manner
with philosophical, psychological, economic, ecological social, historical, technological,
applied sciences and confessional implications. One general concern was the correlation
between the phenomenon of globalization and the Romania – EU convergence. The
papers presented captured numerous interdisciplinary aspects. Beside renowned
specialists, the conference brought together PhD and Master’s Degree candidates and
advanced students who presented their conclusions according to their current relevant
research projects.
Section 5 gathered papers approaching themes of philosophy, psychology, theology
and communication sciences topical for the multiple aspects and implications of the
general topic of the conference. The moderators of this section were His Excellency
Teodosie, university Professor, PhD and full member of the Academy of Romanian
Scientists; University Professor, Doctor Honoris Causa Angela Botez, PhD, full member
of the Academy of Romanian Scientists and President of the Section of Philosophy,
Psychology, Theology and Communication Sciences of the Academy of Romanian
Scientists; University Professor Ioan N. Roºca, PhD, honour member of the Academy of
Romanian Scientists; University Professor M. Golu, PhD, full member and founding
member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists; and scientific researcher II Henrieta
Aniºoara ªerban, PhD, correspondent member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists.
His Excellency Teodosie, university Professor, PhD and full member of the Academy
of Romanian Scientists approached the theme “Religious Freedom in the European
Union”. In his discourse, the speaker underlined that freedom of religion as an individual
right represents a common trait of everyday life in the European Union. The various
spiritual aspects of faith are evoking the spiritual confluence in Europe, which has many
facets. The European realm is one of spiritual diversity, which influences the cultural
diversity of Europe and does not contradict national law, or the activity of national
congregations, religious associations and religious communities.
University Professor, Doctor Honoris Causa Angela Botez, PhD, full member of the
Academy of Romanian Scientists and President of the Section of Philosophy,
Psychology, Theology and Communication Sciences of the Academy of Romanian
Scientists presented the paper “Perspectives of Romanian Philosophers on National
Identity and the Romanian Soul (Drãghicescu, Xenopol, Rãdulescu-Motru, Lucian Blaga,
D. D. Roºca, Emil Cioran, P. P. Negulescu)”. Europe is a place of coincidence and partial
confluence of various stylistic matrixes, while the Romanian one has philosophical
particularities apparent in culture, history, philosophy and psychology in specific manners.
These Romanian contributions to philosophy and culture are worth disseminating and
capitalizing within the common European treasure chest of ideas.
University Professor, priest Stelian Manolache, PhD, from the Faculty of Orthodox
Theology, Ovidius University, Constanþa, communicated on the topic “The State and the
Church, Fundamental Domain in the Convergence of Romania – the European Union”.
The separation Church States expresses the disjunction of the mundane and sacred
governing powers according to the Biblical imperative “Render unto Caesar the things
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that are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s”. However, the two authorities
created a necessary partnership which was beneficial for Romanian society, especially
after 1989.
Professor Ioan N. Roºca, PhD, honour member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists
discussed the topic “The Need of Personalization in the Context of European
Integration”. Personalization, defined as the training of professionals and remarkable
personalities in different fields of activity is founded on the concept of vocation
proposed by the Romanian philosopher Constantin Rãdulescu-Motru. Complete and
outstanding personalities are necessary in any contemporary society and keys for a
convergent EU society. These competent and remarkable personalities are formed
through education. The author proposed a series of measures to improve middle school
and higher education in Romania.
“The Relationship between Mental Health and Religion/Spirituality” was the title of
the paper presented by university Professor Aurel Papari, PhD, from Andrei ªaguna
University of Constanþa, full member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists and
university Professor Andra Seceleanu, PhD, from Andrei ªaguna University of Constanþa,
correspondent member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists. The results of this joint
quantitative pilot research conducted in the multi-confessional and multi-ethic area of
300 cases have shown that there is a correlation between the type of religion/spirituality
and the stage of depression and also between the type of religion/spirituality and the
duration and the course of recovery from depression of the people.
University Professor Mihai Bãdescu, PhD, the Academy of Economy, Bucharest, full
member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists discussed the theme “The Legal Order
in the European Union”. The author considers a b road and a narrow meaning of the
juridical order in the EU. The set of rules governing juridical relations in which EU is
part represents the broad sense of the EU’s juridical order, while the juridical relations
between the EU and the Member States, on the one hand, and the natural and legal
personas in the EU as well as within the national states, on the other, are composing a
focused (narrow) perspective. Talking about the legal order in the EU, the author discussed
the primary sources the treaties involving EU, the derivative sources or the unilateral acts of
the EU (legal provisions such as regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and
opinions, the external commitments to the European communities, as well as the
complementary sources provided by national competence and the jurisprudence. The
activity of the Court of Justice of the EU is described by methods of dynamic
interpretation of law and by a general use of the principles of law. The legislative process
at the EU level is very specific; thus, the grounding principle of cooperation, together
with the EU procedures, the ordinary and the specific legislative procedures are forming
a very complex architecture.
University Professor Gheorghe Dãniºor, PhD, full member of the Academy of Romanian
Scientists, Institute of Socio-Humanistic Research “C. S. Nicolãescu-Plopºor”, Craiova
University, proposed the topic “Volunteering as Vital Impetus or as a Possibility to Be”.
Volunteering is the manifestation of the individual will in the interest of the community.
At the same time, when evaluating volunteering in a philosophical perspective, we
should consider two dimensions: the habitus of the human being to accomplish good
deeds in agreement to a good human nature and the reason for doing a good deed, the
rationality underlining it. Deliberation is part of this decision and it is also a
manifestation of subjective will.
“Is ‘Total Convergence’ Emerging in the EU?” was the subject discussed by
correspondent member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists, Henrieta Aniºoara
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ªerban, PhD, scientific researcher II at the Institute of Political Sciences and
International Relations “Ion I. C. Brãtianu” of the Romanian Academy and scientific
researcher III at the Institute of Philosophy and Psychology “Constantin RãdulescuMotru” of the Romanian Academy. Provided the heterogeneity of the convergence
process in the EU one should analyse both the East-West and the North – South aspects
of convergence, described, but not limited to the aspects related to economic indicators
such as real wages, investment, consumption, GNP etc.; for the cultural, psychological,
confessional, social, historical, political and philosophical aspects also play an important
role. The paper noticed the emergence of a true Romania-EU convergence, explained in
its complexity and main directions, but also emphasized the importance of a model of
growth based on national innovation and original expression as a foundation for total
convergence.
University Professor Sorin Ivan, PhD, Faculty of Communication Sciences and
International Relations, Titu Maiorescu University, Bucharest, correspondent member of
the Academy of Romanian Scientists, delivered the presentation entitled “The European
Vocation of the Romanian Culture”. The European roots of Romanian culture and
civilization highlight a spiritual European area defined by the Greek, Latin and Christian
European values. Modern Romania emerged in connection to these spiritual values and
ideals confirmed and enrooted also by the Romanian elites educated at the great European
universities. Romanian originality (Titu Maiorescu) and European synchronization (Eugen
Lovinescu) were paramount to the development of the Romanian culture and
civilization. Romanian culture proved time and again to be a European culture and at
occasions it was situated at the forefront of the European culture, by numerous
contributions, personalities and cultural currents expressing both the Romanian and the
European identity.
University Professor Ioan Lazãr, habilitated PhD, correspondent member of the
Academy of Romanian Scientists discussed the topic “Romanian Film and the European
Filmmaking Industry”. The investigation emphasized the success of the Romanian Film
as European Film, but not as national film, a direction of interest that seems almost
abandoned for the more captivating and spectacular subjects of greater interest at the
moment, for a narrow niche, for the colleagues and for the art critics, but not in more
value-oriented terms for the long durations in history. The awarded Romanian films do
not describe the image of Romania, or Romanians, but particular and often peculiar
aspects, phenomena, moments and characters. The convergence in terms of cultural
industries is not in the least a convergence of (spiritual) values, but more one expressing
the competing fragmented and spectacular cultural taste.
University Professor Andra Seceleanu, PhD, from Andrei ªaguna University of
Constanþa, correspondent member of the Academy of Romanian Scientists, brought to
attention the theme “The Role of University International Programmes in Promoting and
Supporting Multiculturalism”. The refugee crisis in Europe has restored interest for the
concept of multiculturalism, as well in relation to the European educational programmes
sustained by universities nowadays. Universities are called to play a special role in
promoting multiculturalism in a true European convergence.
Associate Professor Diana Dãniºor, habilitated PhD, Craiova University, Faculty of
Law, collaborator of the Section of Section of Philosophy, Psychology, Theology and
Communication Sciences of the Academy of Romanian Scientists, presented the theme
“Overview of European Anti-Discrimination Legislation and Principles of Human
Rights”. In the area of the fight against discrimination, although there is no single system
for the entirety of Europe there is broadly a European perspective on non-discrimination,
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referred to as the “European law in matters of non-discrimination” joining the provisions
of the European Convention on Human Rights and the European Union directives on
Non-Discrimination. Also, in reality, there are a variety of different contexts that put in
perspective the approach of the human rights.
University Lecturer Mariana Cîmpeanu, PhD, presented the paper “Unity in Diversity
and Diversity in Unity”, discussing modern times and the need the recover the purity of
the beginnings, by culture and art, ecstatic trips and incursions to exotic place. Modern
identity approaches in ritualism the symbolic and archaic elements of the ancient world
in new manners of expression, communication in the diversity of complex contemporary
world. There is diversity and complexity in both expressing and understanding the messages.
Diversity comes also in the context of using the specific cultural and religious heritage
and this very actualization into the present, with the mutations imposed by society or
even distorted for various purposes. Turning to the past, we have the possibility to decipher
our own identity and to become aware of the meaning and nuances of our becoming.
Jurist Elena Lazãr, PhD, collaborator of the Section of Section of Philosophy, Psychology,
Theology and Communication Sciences of the Academy of Romanian Scientists,
approached the theme “European Union in the Vision of Mircea Djuvara”. At the level
of the political and intellectual elite of interwar Romania, a consensus on the adherence
to the idea of European Union was achieved. The cultural, philosophical, juridical and
political elite of the time was largely in favour of a pan-European priority political
integration. Mircea Djuvara was a very important figure within this context, especially
a supporter of European integration, esteemed as philosopher of law and jurist, but also a man
of culture, a statesman and a diplomat; a voice of authority (in the prestigious company
of other exceptional personalities, such as I. G. Duca, C. Argetoianu, Vespasian Pella).

Henrieta ªerban

LARICS:
FAKE NEWS AND THE REFERENCES OF
THE PHENOMENON TO COLD WAR PROPAGANDA

The inserted text1 particularly follows the implications and references of the fake
news policy as a part of the Cold War propaganda. The Cold War’s validation as a
fundamental event for the present debate’s context occurs on the background of the high
level of propaganda and manipulation used by the belligerent states, this being the first
war in which the fight went mainly between ideologies and by more elaborate means
than the classical war, and less on the battlefield. The stressed relations between Russia,
the United States of America and the West as well as the methods by which the appointed
states and actors extend the mechanisms of the Cold War through mass communication
tools are required to be mentioned in this context.
As we move forward we give particular emphasis to analyses dedicated by the
Informational Warfare and Strategic Communication Laboratory within the Institute of
Political Sciences and International Relations “Ion I. C. Brãtianu” of the Romanian
Academy to the mentioned problems, in order to demonstrate the role and impact of fake

————————
1 This text follows the lines of analysis included within the Case Study, as a part of the bachelor’s degree
paper, De la manipulare la conþínut manipulat: propaganda de tip fake news (graduate Cãtãlina-Nicoleta
Bocan; scientific coordinator, scientific researcher III, dr., Viorella Manolache), University of Bucharest,
Faculty of Letters, Cultural Studies Department, European Studies programme, Bucharest, 2019.
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news in creating negative tensions between states and the high level at which this
phenomenon is used internationally. The methods used are documentation, selection and
customization, through quantitative analysis (of the number of articles and studies
dedicated), but also qualitative, by highlighting the content and textual indicators of the
interventions.
The use of analyse and analysis of the Laboratory consists of three justifying
directions: the first direction is based on the fact that the Laboratory is the first (and only)
academic-scientific structure dedicated to the analysis of fake news in Romania; the
second direction targets the Laboratory’s purpose: to monitor and evaluate the
international level political confrontations in the media sphere, of the clashes that have
become informational wars, by underlining their impact on Romania and the Republic
of Moldova; the third points has the mission of informing and warning about
manipulations and disinformation in the online environment, by organizing information
campaigns and training courses for journalists aimed at issues such as: propaganda,
manipulation, disinformation and counteracting them.
Launched at the end of April 2017, within the Romanian Academy’s Auditorium, the
academic, scientific and practical prerogatives of the Laboratory are rounded off by a
triple approach.
The first – as its Director Dan Dungaciu insists – is about extrapolating and broadening
the sphere of interest – by shifting the focus from “fake news” issuers (the speech emphasizes
that the concept remains a “vague” and “difficult to define” term at present), or from the
perspectives with which “aggressive propaganda” operates, on the analysis of the “geopolitics
of mistrust”, stressing that the phenomenon requires to be positioned in the context of an
“acute crisis of confidence and milestones”. Counteracting tools are required to be reported
precisely when trust in companies, whether national, European or international, is rebuilt2.
The second is affirmed by Academician Victor Voicu, through renouncing a naive
attitude, on the premises of good intentions, concluding that there are in the vicinity,
spaces that pursue their political goals and ideational-ideological expansion, through a
“concealed, well-organized propaganda with European and global dispersion and coverage”.
The third one uses a lucid analysis, as Academician Ioan-Aurel Pop, the President of
the Romanian Academy, establishes that “today’s receiver is more than before the tabula
rasa”, less dependent on the accumulation of knowledge, but a product of the reductive
mechanism of “know how”, which facilitates “bombardment with any kind of
information” insofar as “the communicator knows how to do it intelligently”3.
At a first overall inventory, the immediate record is that, after the end of the Cold
War, conflicts still existed, but they cannot be called war in its original meaning.
However, in a closer analysis of the relations between Russia, the West and the United
States, high conflict tensions persist, manifested in different ways and through different
strategies much more advanced than those used during the Cold War, but which closely
follow its actions, its methods, its instruments and its conductor.
The Cold War has returned in a new and evolved form, an evolution that was closely
linked to the development of the Internet. Thus, the new Cold War becomes the extension of
the old Cold War, its novelty being that of war constantly brought to the media through
propaganda, disinformation and fake news, always following a specific political agenda.
The analysis of the articles and studies published on the issue of the Cold War and
the references of the fake news phenomenon in its context, highlights a double aspect.
The first, to a quantitative level, considers the constant publication, related to the events

————————
2 See, in this sense, https://larics.ro/academia-romana-si-facut-laborator-de-analiza-razboiuluiinformational-cum-se-vede-propaganda-rusiei-si-ungariei-de-la-bucuresti/.
3 Ibid.
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in progress – 1 article/month, with direct interest stated in topics such as propaganda,
manipulation, dissimulation, information war, fake news. Thus, almost entirely, the articles
highlight (even without explicitly referring to the phrase New Cold War), the methods,
actors, instruments and modalities used by the Cold War.
Inventorying LARICS articles dedicated exclusively to this topic, we must insist on the
analysis published by LARICS expert Lucian Dumitrescu. According to him, we are
witnessing the perpetuation of a paradox, placed under the sign of a “symbiotic
relationship”, referring both to the “American Cold War era arming policies justified by the
Soviet Union’s arming policies” and to the consequences of the Reagan administration’s
arming program since 1983. However, according to the researcher, “today the Russian
Federation needs more of the threat posed by the United States than vice versa”. The
perspective that Lucian Dumitrescu argues for is that the information war represents a
constant of the Cold War, extensions that are felt today, intensified, however, by the
“perverse effects of the Internet”4.
Qualitatively, as illustrated in the diagram below, LARICS has editorials and analyses,
punctuated by explicit references to the Cold War, predilect through the interviews of
researcher Lucian Dumitrescu, who directly uses the phrase New Cold War. The maximum
point of interest is located in the course of 2017, afterwards the interest for the subject
matter does not decrease, but is exceeded by limited, punctual topics, with case study
value (see in this case the studies dedicated to Romania and the Republic of Moldova).

Diagram. Quality and Quantity Study of the LARICS referring to the Cold War issue

We can thus assert that the fake news phenomenon is related to Cold War
propaganda, without being reduced to this register. Becoming a modality and a reality in
its own right, fake news updates the Cold War through new methods, constructions, by
the active involvement of the actors, through tools and consequences, gaining an
individualized status, even outclassing the Cold War.

Cãtãlina-Nicoleta Bocan
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4 Interview/Lucian ªtefan Dumitrescu, coordinator LARICS: “Pe fondul fragmentãrii din ce în ce mai
accentuate a societãþilor post-moderne, rãzboiul informaþional o sã prolifereze”, LARICS, 16 March, 2018,
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